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Fig. 2. The time course of RNA synthesis after addition of streptolydigin 
or rifampicin. Abscissa is the duration of the reaction and the ordinate 
is counts per min per 0·10 ml. reaction mix. The enzyme was "core" 
a2/3/3' and the assay conditions were as in J;'ig. 1. O- O, Normal reaction; 
D - - - D, rifampicin added at 2 min to a concentration of 2 µg/ml.; 
c,- · - c,, streptolydigin added at 2·5 min to a concentration of 10_. M. 
There was no detectable RNA synthesis in a fourth reaction containing 

rifampicin to which polymerase was added at 1 min. 

four did not change the inhibition curve from that shown in 
Fig. 1. This suggests that the drug and the triphosphates 
are not competing for the same site. It remains to be 
shown which subunits are altered in the mutants resistant 
to rifampicin, streptovaricin and streptolydigin. 
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Functional Independence of F and I Sex 
Pili 
CONJUGATION and gene transfer in E. coli and other 
Enterobacteria depend on the formation by donor cells 
of specialized filaments which may be the channel by 
which genes pass to the recipient1 • Those "sox pili" fall 
into two principal classes: "F pili" determined by the 
F sex factor1 and by related F-like sex factors 2 found in 
Ji+ drug resistance (R) factors and colicin (Col) factors 
V and B ; and "I pili" determined by the I sex factors of 
Colla-CA53, Collb-P9, ColEla and Ji- R factors 2 • 3 • The 
two classes of sex pilus seem to be distinct in many 
respects 2, and this lack of relationship is further em
phasized by tho failure of an intact sex factor of one 
class to complement a mutant factor of the alternative 
class in pilus synthesis. 

Mutant sex factors can bo selected by exposing cultures 
of donor bacteria to donor-specific phage'. Such cultures, 
however, are phage-sensitive initially only if they carry a 
sex factor which is de-repressed in respect of pilus syn
thesis so that most cells form sex pili and adsorb the 
phage•. The factor may be de-repressed either in the 
wild type state, as is F, or following mutation•, like the 

106') 

de-repressedmutantfi+R factor, Rldrd-19, which fails to 
form repressor although remaining sensitive to repression 
(A. Frydman and E. Meynell, unpublished results). 
Selection for phage-resistance might therefore yield two 
types of mutant factor: those defective in pilus syn
thesis (psa-) and those which are psa+ but fail to form 
pili because pilus synthesis has again become repressed. 
Ois-trans tests for repressor synthesis require that the 
mutant sex factor can readily coexist stably with a second 
repressible sex factor in the same cell; that is, superinfec
tion immunity2 • 7 is absent. This is feasible with F and 
a Ji+ R factor but not with any pair of I sex factors so 
far examined, such as Colla and Collb (ref. 7). Phage
selected clones are therefore denoted here by an asterisk 
until their identity is established (for example, F*). 

Thirteen independent F* mutants were isolated from 
E. coli (Flac), strain AB1353, by phage MS2. All are 
believed to be psa-, for none repressed Rldrd-19. That 
is, wild type F does not seem to have a latent repressor 
region. Forty-two I* mutants were selected by I specific 
phage•. All were derived from de-repressed mutants of 
Fredericq's complex plasmid consisting of Collb-P9 
linked to the trp cys region of E. coli•. Twenty-six of the 
mutants were derived from IP9drd-5 col-trp + and 
sixteen from IP9drd-5 collb + trp +. Although super
infection immunity prevented a direct test for repression 
by these I* mutants, they were examined indirectly, as 
follows. De-repression of an I sex factor is recognizable 
not only by an increase in conjugating ability but also by 
examining broth cultures of their hosts which have been 
shaken overnight, for these have a smaller optical 
density and greater colicin titres than those of the same 
strain carrying the wild type factor. The sixteen I* 
derivatives of IP9drd-5 collb + trp + were examined in 
this way: however, they did not fall into two discrete 
groups corresponding to the de-repressed and wild type 
plasmids but formed a continuous series between these 
extremes. 

Complementation in pilus synthesis was tested by 
introducing several unrelated de-repressed I factors 
(IP9drd-5, Rl44drd, RI63drd, R53Sdrd and R64drd) into 
strain AB1353 carrying each of the F* mutants. Similarly, 
wild type Flac or Rldrd-16 was tested in strains M616 or 
CL194 carrying the I* mutants. In no case did comple
mentation occur, as shown by the failure of the F* or I* 
strains to become sensitive to F or I phage, respectively, 
when drops of phage stock were applied to overlays 
inoculated with the test strains. 

The two types of sex pilus thus seem to be completely 
distinct by every criterion applied so far. Not only are 
they structurally dissimilar in their morphology, antigenic 
structure and phage receptors2
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, but they are also 
functionally unrelated, as shown by the lack of comple
mentation reported here, the differing specificities of their 
ropressors 2, and by the independent transfer of their 
factors when both are present in the same host10 • 
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